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Atlantic Challenge International Contest of Seamanship, Brittany 2014
Twelve young members of the Moray Gig recently returned home from France after competing in the International Atlantic Challenge
contest of seamanship on behalf of Great Britain. The Moray contingent formed the largest part of the GB crew of eighteen which
came third overall. There were fifteen nations, competing in fourteen gigs. The competition, which lasted a week, took place in the
Gulf of Morbihan in Britanny and was preceded by a fortnight of intensive training, also in Britanny. The crew from Moray were
Lawrence Clark (18), Edward Tissiman (20), Susannah Tissiman(18), Kate Stone(19), Vaila Hornsby(17), Eliza Bonsall (17), Fraser
Scott (18), Laura Ellis (18), Catherine Ellis (17), Douglas Brown (23), Gavin Sim (23) and Ian Russell (23). While competing they used
the GB gig, Intégrité, which is based at Lyme Regis in Dorset. During the competition, the British crew excelled in light winds;
especially when they won a sailing race by half an hour, but they were eventually narrowly beaten into third place overall as a result
of some formidable rowing by their main competitors, Ireland and Russia. Other events, such as the Jackstay Transfer (a complex
operation involving the transfer of a bag between gig and land via a mast and two heaving lines) constituted an improvement over
previous contests despite some tough wind conditions. GB Coxswain Gavin Sim thought the competition marked an improvement in
the Great Britain performance and is confident about the team’s prospects ahead of the next competition which takes place in
Roskilde, Denmark in 2016. Over the course of the week-long contest many new friendships were formed between the crews. The
Esprit, an event where all the crews are mixed up and assigned to different gigs, was one of the highlights of the week and gave the
team members an opportunity to sail with competitors from the other nations. It highlighted the importance of communication across
a 14 strong sailing crew and that it is possible to co-operate even when language barriers get in the way. Edward Tissiman, crew
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A huge thank you to all sponsors and supporters for this memorable and exciting trip to Brittany

A first look at Intégrité, waiting for the ferry at Portsmouth dock

The gig waiting to be towed out to Brittany by Gary Hunt

Accommodation for training was in three cabins on a campsite

Gavin finishing off the porridge - no food wasted

Getting ready for a training session

Pilates for the crew from Sarah Hunt

The David Byatt trophy, a special paper weight, given for
a knot competition that is to be repeated Denmark in 2016

The AC GB crew with 4 trustees,
Gary Hunt, Mary Byatt, Jane Kerr and Tony Golden

